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SUIVI}{ARY

In the past few years, various 'bechniques of space

diversity have been studied to provide an increase in

qualit.y of communication in Mobile Radio. When the noise

inputs on the diversity branches are highly correÌated,

switch diversity systems offer an attractive, economical

alternative to the well-known diversity techniques' which

are selection, maximal-ratio, and equal-gain combining-

A data com¡nunication system, using Frequency-Shift-Keying

(FSK) and switch diversity, is investigated, when the

transmission is subject to Rayleigh fading as encountered

in tulobil-e Radio.

Mobile Radio propagation and principles of diversity

reception and techniques are first reviewed, and then

switch diversity is studied. Error rates are calculated

for a receiver using switch diversity and non-coherent

FSK demodul-ator. An experimental receiver was constructed

in the laboratory. The experimental results, obtained' by

using two simulated independently Rayleigh fading signals,

agree reasonably well with the theoretical predictions-

They show a power saving of about 7 db at reasonable error

rates (from 10-3 to 10-u ) .
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the Mobile Radio situation, the line-of-sight

is usualty obstructed by buitdings and terrain. The

propagation ils via many scattering paths, each with

different propagation time delay due to reflections from,

and diffractir¡ns around obstacles [f ] - lZl' At a given

point in the sp¿ìce, the received signal consists of many

plane waves whose amplitudes, phases, and angles of arrival

relative to the direction of vehicle motion are random [¡]-

t¿]. These plane waves combine to produce a fluctuating

signal strength, whose maxima are about half a wavelength

apart. At 500 MHz, the spacing is about 30 cm' Thus as

the mobile unit is moving, there are very rapid random

fluctuations in the strength of the received signal at

the mobile antenna. The base station also experiences the

same fast fading as the mobile transnritter moves. In

addition to the amplitude variations, the phase of the

received sign,rl also varies in a random way [4]' the phase

variations appear as a random FM in a receiver using FlvI

discriminator.

In areas where there is no significant direct signal

from the transmitter, the envelope of the received signal

follows Rayleigh distribution in a small area, about a

few tens of wavelengths, where the mean signal strength

is approximately constant t¡]-t0]. The mean signal
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strength also varies because of the effects of the

environment, and is found to have very nearly a log-normal

distribution with a sbarrdard deviation between 5 and I0db

[4],[7].

If several signals received at the mobile unit or

the base station are uncorrelated in space, frequencY, or

polarization, i.e. they do not have identical flucuations,

itisveryunlikelythattheywouldenteradeepfade

at the same time. some suitable techniques which combine

the signals would be very useful in reducing the effect

of fading. The techniques are ca1led "Diversity TechniqueS" '

The effect of random FM is also reduced or d-iminated by the

techniques used to. combat fading IE]-[9] ' The most weII-

known diversity technique is Space Diversity' In space

diversity systems, the essential uncorrelation of the

envelopes of the received signals derives from the mobile

unit antennas whose separations are of the order of one-

half wavelength or more [I0]. Since the scatterers are

close to mobile units, and the elevated base antennas are

usually on a good site, the base antennas must be further

apart to achieve the required decorrelation Iffl.

separations in the orcler of tens of wavelengths are

adequate at the base station.

of

are

and

Thesignalprocessingschemeswhichtakeadvantage

the uncorrelated fading to reduce the effect of fading'

switch diversity, selection diversity, equal-gain diversity,

maximal-ratio diversity Ig]' I12 J-[rg]'
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Themainobjectofthisthesisistopresenta

study of switch space-diversity in I'lobi1e Radio, and

the reduction of the error probability in }-requency-

shift-Keying (FSK) system on the use cf swiLch diversity

in Mobite Radio environment. However, before this is

done, some introductory background. is given. chapter II

deals with the Mobile Radio reception, and the concept

of diversity. In chapter III, the most well-known

diversity techniques are reviewed. Detailed studies

of switch diversity are given in chapter IV. under

conditions assumed to simplify the theoretical studies

of the switch diversity technique, the dj.stribution

and density functions of the envelope of the resultant

signal are derived, and then the average error probability

for non-coherent FSK receiver is calctilated'

In ChaPter Vr âD exPerimental

receiver using switch diversity is

rates, under different conditions,

the theoreticat prediction. In the

general comments are made about the

non-cohere.nt FSK

describeC. The

are obtained to

final chapter,

receiver.

error

support

some
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CHAPTER II

MOBILE RADIO DIVERSITY

II. L MobiLe Radio RecePtíon

In the Mobile Radio situation, there is usually an

elevated base station on a good síte, Iinked with a number

of vehicles at some distance away. Because of the natural

and man-made obstacles, there is often no direct path

. between transmitter and receiver, the propagation is via

scattering paths from those obstacles LI] -[Z]' The received

signal is the resultant of many coming plane, wa\res r¡hose

amplitudes, phases, and angles of arrival relative to the

direction of vehicle motion are random [3]-[4]' The

incoming waves interfere and. prod.uce a signal strength

pattern with maxima spaced approximate.Ly half a wavelength

apart, âs shown in Fig. I t¿]. As the mobile station moves

throughthepattern,thereceivedsignalatthemobile

antenna fades raPidIY and deePlY'

t.9 s

lo dö

o ( rr*,,")

-lo

-24
-11.J

Fig. 1: Typical received signal at 836 MHz and 25 lKm/tjlr.
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Foradistanceofafewtenswavelengthwherethe

mean signal st.rength is approximately constant, and there

is no direct path between the transmitter and receiver, the

experimental results have shown that the envelope of the

received signal follows a Rayleigh distribution [:]-tf]'

The probability density function cf the signal envelope

is given by

2t
Ë--o

exp (- ) R>/0

R< 0

r
2bo

P (r)
0

where b signal Po\^7ero

the median

found at

2b <r'>' =- r'
o rms

and the probability distribution functi'on j's

P [r -< A] p (r) drÈ
0

r

r exp ( -*r,

The function p(r) is presented in Fig' 2' The peak of

p(r) occurs at

r 6o

rms

(50 per cent cumulative distribution) point is
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r = 1.I85 /v,
cì

and the average value of r

<r> L.25 Eo

TherandommultipatheffectthatyieldsaRayleigh

distributed received signal envelope lends to establish

asimplephysicalmodelfromwhichotherpropertiesofthe

received signal may be predicted [O],[zo]' rt seems

reasonable on physical grounds to assume that the received

signal is made up of a number of horizontally travelling

plane r,vaves with random amplitudes and angles of arrival '

The phases of the waves are uniformly dístributed from 0

to 2n. The amplitUdes and phases are al-so .rssumed to be

inclependent. C1arke iO] uses the proposedmodel, lvhere tLre

received signal is approximated by narrow-band Gaussian noise'

to predict the Rayleigh distribution of the received signal

envelope. He derived. the signal amplitude spectrum and the

spatialcorrelationfunctionsoftheenvelopesofthe

electric and magnetic fields at the mobile antenna.

(a) CorreLation Coefficients

UsingtheexpressionofthereceivedsignalaSaSum

of incident plane \^/aves, Clarke IO] obtained correlation

coefficients of the field components. The correlation

coefficient of the electric field is given by

Gq

2

o
pE J (kd)
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r
6--o

exp (P (r)

4 ß o

I
I
I
I

t/E-"

Í2
ñ o

)

p(r)

<r2> = 2b

<r> =

312)" 2x
separation

o

r

Fig. 2z Rayleigh probability density function

Correlation
l'o

o.8

o.6

o.2

o

Fig.

o.4

^lL
x

3: Correlation coefficient of the received signal
envelope.
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hrhere J is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind
o

2t¡
--k (free-space Phase constant)

d = sPatial

is plotted.

separation

in Fig. 3.pE

He also

uncorrelated

s,howed that all three field components are

at zero seParation-

(b ) Sígnal SPectrum

Assuming th¿rt the scattered set of the j-ncorninE waves

is uniformly clistributed angularly, i.e. the probabilíty

density function p(o) = +, where o is the arrivar angre

relative to the direction of vehicle motion, the received

signal amplitude spectrum is determined by the vehicle

speed and ante,nna Pattern t 0 ] .

For a mobile

vertical monoPole

unit travelling at a sPeed v with

antenna, the sPectrum is given bY

a

2b f-f 2
_\

c ls(f) o Ir ) I f-fc I ç,nf
m

where f* the maximum DoPPIer shiftv
À

,

f is the carrier frequencY-

The spectrum of the received signal after envelope

defection is given bY t0].

c
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sbaseband K[r (
f

T_
m

)']
4 Irl \<

The spectrum rises gradually toward zero frequency

and has a sharp cut-off at twice the maximum Doppler shift.

There is a good agreement between the experimental spectrum

obtained by Rustako Ifg] and the theoretj.cal one.

(c) LeueL Crossing Rate

one of the interesting features of the received signal

is the expected rate N (A) at which the received signal

envelope r falls below a specified signal level- A, i-e. the

rate at which the envelope crosses the level r = A with

positive slope. The level crossing rate N(A) is given by

lzt) ' _
N(A) = I ìp(A,ilai

o

where p(Ari) is the joint densiQ, function of r and r

(time derivative of r) at r = [

2tt +@

p (r, r) r d0/ p(r,i,o,ð) dð

2f
m

o

where lzt)

p(r,i,o,ð)
ç¿

exp[-1({
o

2 rr
4nzbob,

b (2rl2
+f

m
s(f) (f -f

f c
T

2

+ +b2

2 f. -fcm

(2tt) 2 4 tm
b

for vertical monoPole antenna-

o

c )' df
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Therefore

P (r, r)
t

E_o

r2
ñ o

)+exp(-+,/ zt',v,
exp(-

substituting in the above expression of the level crossing

rate

b A2N (A) exp ( )bo o

For a vertical monoPole antenna'

given by

the level crossing rate is

N (A) TT

%
f
m

aexp (' A2
ß-o

and is Presented in Fig. 4

Themaximumcrossingrateoccursatthesignallevel

-3 db relative to tr*". At 500 MHz, and vehicle speed of

90 kmr/hr, the received signal crosses the -I0 db level at

the rate of 30 times/sec approximatel'y'

(d) Auerage Duration of Fade

The level crossing rate N (A) can be written as

N (A) obabilit that r < A in one second f -( A

average urat ono ade e A' t A)

plr -< A]
N (A)

2A
fr6- ñ o

Therefore

r (A)
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ru(r)/4-

1" = max' DoPPler shift

l.o

o.g

o.g

o.7

o.5

o.4

o.ã

O.z

o.ô

ol

-20 -t5 -to -5 5o A (dl
trr.n.,s

Fig. 4z Level crossing rate fOr a vertical monopole antenna'
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{t rrã.ITM Ie*pt*$i- rl

(e) Coherence Banduídth

The coherence bandwidth of a channel is defined as

the maximum width of the band in which the statistical

properties of two signals are strongly correlated.

To be definite, let us define the coherence bandv¡idth

as the bandwidth within which fading has 0.9 or greater

correlation. The experimentat results have shown that the

coherence bandwidth can be as low as 40 KHz in urban areas'

and as large as 250 KHz in suburban areas IZZ)'

for a vertical monoPole-

t.(A) is Plotted in Fig. 5.

-10 db fade relative to tr*= at

about 3 msec.

The phase variation of the

a random FM at the outPut of an

o

The average duration of a

500 MHz and 90 km,/hr is

The coherence bandwidth is related to the time

spread, and is approximately inversely proportional

standard deviation of the time delays [20]'

d.e1ay

to the

received. signal apPears as

Fl,l discri-minator. Random

To obtain non-selective fading, the transmission

bandwidths have to be smaller than the coherence bandwidths'

(f) Random FM
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13.

f = max. Doppler shift
m

5

loo

2

-tto

to

-20 -r5 ,to -5 5

2

5

5

2

-2

o A

Fig. 5: Average duration of fade for a vertical monopole-

Frrvrl
(¿a
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FMintroducesadditionalnoiseinFMsystems.Thespectrum

of random FM extends from zero to about twice the maximum

Dopplershift.Abovethisvalue,thespectrumfallsat

L/ft2o].ThenoiseduetorandomFl'fimposesanupper

rimit on baseband sNR for FM systems, and it is independent

of the transmitted signal Power'

voice

for a

where vt

0

Davis lZZl calculated Èhe maximum achievable SNR in

transmission (300 Hz 3OO0 Hz b¿rseband bandwidth)

mobile unit with a vertical monopoi'e antenna

SN
w2 (cr-I) 2

1oofi .Q,n 10

3000.H2

peak frequencY deviation

radius of gyration of the Doppler spectrum
Erm

Rmax

oD=

,ñ

Atg00MHzand96km/hr,themaximumsNR'saregiven

betow for various values of cl,

cr=2

sNR db 20.8
max

3468

26.8 30. 3 34. I 37 .7

10

39.9

15

43.7

20

46.4

Random FM limits the quality of voice transmission for

Iow o even at infinite average cNR. The effect of random

FM can be reduced or eliminated by diversity techniques,

used to combat fading tg].
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II.2 Diuersity Concepts in MobíLe Radio

InMobiteRadio,wherethereceivedsignalissubject

tofadingrthereceptioncanbeimprovediftwoormore

signals are available, and they fade independ'ently since

the probability of simultaneous fades of two or more

signalsislessthanthatoffadingofonesignalalone.

For example, if two independently Rayleigh fading signals

are obtained, the prouauiliÈy of simultaneous fades of

more than 20 db, relative to the rms signal amplitude, is

o.ol%whereasil:isLzforeachreceivedsignal"ffthe

receiver input is derived from the stronger of two signals

at any instant (selection diversity), the probability of

fadesfordifferentsignallevelsisshowninFig.6.

Prob.

two antennas
lo

one antenna

lo
-4o -30 -20 -to Fade depth (clB)

-2

4
to

-6
o

-s

Fig. 6: Probability of fades for different fade depth.



The improvement can also be made' by some suit¿rble

combination of the received signals. The combi.nirrg

methods involve simple weighted linear sums of the

received signals tfZ]. In the literature, these method's

are commonlY identified as

16.

switch diversitY

selection diversitY

maximal-ratio diversitY

equal-gain diversitY-

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

( iv)

In the next chapter, these diversity techniques wiII

be briefly reviewed.

In this section, methods for achieving independ'ently

fading signals in Mobile Radio wil-I be cliscussed, and the

effect of correlation between diversity branches on the

resultant signal wiII also be briefly considered.

(a) Space DiuersítY

At the mobile unit, the distance between maxima of

the received signal strength is about half a wavelength

apart. If the signals were received from antennas separated

by half a wavelength or so, they would not have identical

fluctuations, and independently fading sígnals could'

therefore, be obtained. This can be Seen from the correlation

coefficient of the signal envelopes at two vertical monopole

antennas d apart on the moving mobile unit t0]'

2

op (d) J (kd)
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p(d) is shown in Fig. 3. For antennas spaced L/4'

3/4, and 5/4 wavelength apart, the correlation coefficients

of the signal envelopes at the antenna terminals are about

0.25, 0.06, and,0.03, respectively' Staras lZq) and

packard [25] showed that at these values of correlation

coefficient, the advantage of diversity is negligibly

impaired.

space d.iversity can be used also at the base station.

Howeverr âs the scatterers are mainly in the vicinity of

the mobile and the elevated base station antennas are on

a good site, the base antennas must be considerably further

apart to achieve uncorrelated signals [ff]. The correlation

coefficient of less than 0.7 between received signals can

be tolerated ltZ), and to get a correlation of 0.1 , the

antenna spacing at the base station varies from 25)' to B0À '

depend.ing on the direction of the coming signals relative

to the axis of the antennas.

(b) FrequencY DiuersitY

IndependentfadingcanalsobeobtainediftheSame

signal is transmitted at carrier freguencies whose

separations are larger than the coherence bandwidth.

Thefrequencydiversityreceptionisposs.ì.ble,buL

because of the multiple frequency allocation, the need for

transmitting and combining signals at different freguencies,

this is not a practical proposition'
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(c) PoLarization DiuersitY

Two-branch diversity system, using polarization

diversity in Mobile Radio, iq also possible lzai' At the

base station, there are a verticalty polarized (vP) and a

horizontally polarized (HP) antenna. At the mobile unit,

both vP and HP antennas are also required. It WaS shOwn

that the fadings of two branches are Rayleigh distributed'

and the correlation between them is less than o.2, with

no restrictiorr on antenna spacings both at the mobile and

at the base.

(d) Iime Diuersity

Time diversity is applied only to data transmissions.

In time divers;ity systems, the same bit of inf ormation is

transmitted through the same channel more than once at time

intervals greater than the reciprocal of the fading rate,

and the appropriate combination of the repetitions will

give a diversity performance 1271.

Time diverrsity systems do not find favour because

they reduce the traffic capacity and require information

storage.
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CHAPTER IIT

SPACE-DIVERSITY SYSTEMS IN MOBILE RADIO

There are four main types of diversity

taking advantage of uncorrelated facling, to

effect of fading in Mobile Radio

It

can not

due to

in the

combining '
reduce the

I. Selection diversitY

2. Switch diversitY

3. Maximal-Ratio diversitY

4. Equal-Gain diversitY.

These combining techniques will be briefly described

in this chapter tç illustrate their principles of operation

and performance.

should be pointed out that these diversity techniques

compensate the variations of the mean signal strength,

the environment. only short-term fad,ing is considered

mathematical model, used to study diversity performance'

hlhen reception involves linear modulation, it is

irrelevant whether the signals are combined before or after

demodulation. However in the case of FM or other non-

Iinear demodulation, the performance difference between

postdetection and predetection diversity combining wiII

arise. This matter will be discussed later'



Ïnallthework,itisassumedthatthesignalson

alldiversitybranchesareindependentandRayleigh-

distributed with equal mean carrier-to-noise power ratio

(CNR) Yo over short-term fading'

The density function of the signal en'relope ri (t) is

20.

r 2r.a
5--o exp ( -ñ

o

t_
) ri).0

p (ri)

where < r 2b

0

o

2 x (mean signal Power)

r. <
I

l_

The CNR per branch isY1

2

Yi

r.
l_

t_

zñ
r

local (averaged over one RI' cYcle)

signal pou/er Per branch

2

mean_T

N i= mean noise Power Per branch'

Then y1 has the probabj-Iity density function

r (vt) I
Yo

Yi
Yo

)

bowhere Yo = a Yit = N
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IIf .L DitsetsitY Techniques

(a) SeLectíon DiuetsítY

Apostdetectionselectiondiversityreceivercontains

a number of separate receivers, as shown in Fig' 7' A

decision circuit continuously samples all the receiver

outputs and selects the one having the highest baseband

SNR to Pass onto the tistener'

As far as the statistics of the output signal

concerned, it. is unimportant whether the selection

at baseband., IF or RF. However, in an FM system'

the selection is done before frequency detection'

isswitchingtransientnoiseduetothefacttlrat

diversity branches are not in phase'

are

is done

where

there

the

The distribution of the cNR Y of the resultant signal

is given by lzti

P (v) Ir
M

Y
exp(-y

'o

Ivl

)l

where M is the number of diversity branches'

PM(Y) is plotted in Fig' 8 for M = L' 2' 3' 4 and 6'

It shows for the same reliability 1evel, the signal power

savings offered by selection diversity. For example, dL

goz reliability level, the power saving offered by 2-branch

is 10 db.
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2 Ivl

Receivers

output (best one of 11 receivers)

Fig. 7z Principle of a predetection selection diversity
receiver.

o.ot

to.o

Y : average CNR on one branch
o

8o.o

øo.o

q9.o

I

d
a
o
.r{
o
o
'qrú

q)
d
J
+.¡.rl
F{

Pl
É
rú

Ð
rd
.c
+J

.tJ
.rl
-l-.{
'qrd
.q
o
t{
P{

+J
ç
c,
o
t'{
o
9{

qq.9

9q.gq

-40 ,20 o ro'ot({\ ,o

Ficr. 8: Probabilitv clistribution of CNR Y for I'f-branch- selection diversitY system.
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The densitY function of Y is

¡4

Yo
exp (-[1

M-1

nr(r) * ",0 
(v) *r:to

exp (-JLl
Io

This gives the mean CNR y of the resultant signal

rn (v) dv

Thismeansthatincreasinglvlbeyond2or3isnot

very profitable. This fact is also clearly demonstrated

by the distribution curves.

(b ) Suitch Diu et'sitY

Switch diversity is a modified selection diversity'

A switch diversity receiver uses only one receiver which

is connected to one of two separate antennas by a switch,

as shown in Fig. 9. If the signal in use fall-s belo';" a

predetermined threshold, the receiver is switched to the

other antenna. The receiver performance wilI be stud'ied

in detail in the next chaPter.

The swj_tching can be done at the base station. The

mobile-to-base path is used as a siEnalling channel in

addition to carrying information. The base transmitter

is connected to one of its two antennas. whenever the

signal, received at the mobile unit fa1ls below the

oo

Y=tY
o

I{.Il/L:
'o. . l-I=I
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outPut

information
inPut

Fig. 9: erinêiple of a switch diversity system'

switching threshold, it signals the base station, and the

transmitter is switched to the other antenna

(e) MaæímaL-natio DiuersitY

This is a more sophisticated diversity method where

all the received signals are combined in such a hTay that

the CNR of the resultant signal has the achievable maximum

value, which is the sum of aII individual cNR's. It is

obvious that the Maximal-Ratio d.iversity offers the best

reduction of fadihg. But this can be only achieved if

the conditions of locaIly uncorrelated noise and locally-

coherent signals are satisfied ltZl'

Transmitter

switch
driver e detector

Receiver
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¡lig. I0 shows a simplified block diagram of a prediction

maximal-ratio diversity receiver. The signals are weíghted

proportionally to their individual rms signal envelope-

to-mean noise po\,'Jer, and then summed' A predetection

combiner requires a phase-control unit to cophase the

individual signals. A number of cophasing and weighting

techniques has been described in the literature Ig] ' IIB],

Iza],lzg).

The CNR y of the resultant signal is

M
I v.

i=I 'l-Y

and this is in contrast to selection diversity whose CNR

is only the largest term y. . It is clear that in a

maximal-ratio diversity systemr âD acceptable cNR can be

obtained, even though none of the received signals is

acceptable. Although it has the above-mentioned advantage

over selection diversity, the maximal-ratio combiner

involves complicated. circuits for weighting, cophasing and

summing the received signals.

From the CNR relation given above,

the resultant signal is obtained

the mean CNR I of

M'r oY

This

diversity

confirms the superiority of the maximal-ratio

technique.
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The density function of Y is giverr by l'zl)

ProbIy \<
Ivl

ljl

(t4-1) :

f n* (v) dv
o

exp (- Y
Y

i-1

n* (v)

Y]

)
oM

Yo

and the distribution function

Y

M
1T

i=I
I

TI:]]T ( Y
Yo "xp 

(-* )
'o

. The distribtrtion function is plotted in Fig' 1I'

In comparison with selection diversity, ât 992 reliability

Ievel, 2-branch maximal-ratio gives II'5 db gainr and

4-branchgiveslgdbgain,improvementsofl.5dband3db'

respectivelY.

(d) EquaL-Gain DíuersítY

Tha maximal-ratio combiner requires some complicated

circuit to achieve the correct weighting factors. The

receivercanbemadesimplerbysettingallthechannel
gains to unitY, i.e. 9i = I in Fig' 10'

The distribution function of Y can not be expressed

in a closed form. It has been determined by numerical

integration Irz]. At all the reliability levels, the

pohrer savings, offered by equal-gain combiner' is only

I db less than those of maximal-ratio, and' therefore it

is still better than selection diversity. It can still
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provide an acceptable resultant signal from a number of

unacceptable índividual signals.

The mean CNR y of the resultant signa1 is [12]

Y tr + (M-r) äl"o

It increases linearlY with M

maximal-ratio diversitY, but at a

as in the case of

smaller rate.

III.2 Pre- and Post-Deteetion Combining

In systems where linear demodulation is used, :-n

principle, it is irrelevant whether the combining is done

before or after detection. However, in a predetection

maximal-ratio or equal-gain combiner, the individual

signals are required to be cophased.

In FM systems, where the threshold effect is

pronounced lzl), the results presented in section A can

not be apptied for postdetection maximal-ratio and' equal-

gain combiners. An ideal two-branch postdetection maximal-

ratio combiner has only 0.5 db advantage over selection

combiner, compared with 2 db in the predetection case lZll'

The fulI advantages of maximal-::atio and ec¡ual-gain

diversity combining can only be realized in FM slzstems

when predetection combining is used.
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III.3 Discussions

It has been shown that with equal locally-incoherent

noise inputs on diversity bránches, maximal-ratio is

marginally superior to equat-gain, and both methods are

better than selection diversity. However, fot two-branch

diversity, the, differences in power savings between the

three techniques are quite small'

In Mobile Radio environment, the noise input to the

diversity branches may be highly correlated due to noise

sources in the vj-cinity of the mobile unit, such as the

ignition systems of vehicles. It impairs the performance

of maximal-ratio and equal-gain combiners, and in this

case, selection diversity system becomes the better solution

to the fading problem llZl. Hovrever, in a true selection

diversity system, one receiver is required for each diversity

branch, and the receiver outputs are required to be

monitored continuously to select the best one at any

instant. so a modified, selection diversity receiver,

known as switc:h diversity, is implemented' It offers a

useful, attractive and economical alternative to the three

v¡eII-known diversity techniques when the condition that

the noise inputs are not locally incoherent, iS not

satisfied.
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CHAPTER IV

SWITCH DIVERSITY FSK SYSTEM IN I"IOBILE RADIO

IV. L fntroduction

( a) Suitch DíirersitY

In a two-branch switch diversity receiver, one of

two antennas i.s connected to the receiver by a switch.

The envelope of the signal from the presently-connected

antenna is monitored. If the signal enr¡elope falls below

some predetermined threshold, which can be either fixed'

or variable, the switch is activated, and the other

antenna is connected.

There ar€r two switchj-ng strategies which can be used.

They are switch-and-examine and switch-and-stay strategies'

Switching from one antenna to the other occurs whenever a

fade is detected. with the swit.ch-and-examine strategy'

if the signal on the second branch is abcve the predetermined

threshold, sw-itching stops- However if the signal

switched to is also below threshold, the receiver input

is switched back to the first antenna. It is switched

rapidly between two antennas until it finds one above the

threshold. With the switch-and-stay strategy, the receiver

input stays with the second antenna whether it is acceptable

or not.
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Fig. 12 sho!'¡s the different input signals to the

receiver for the two strategies' It also shows the

resultantsignalifselectiondiversityisused.The

selection diversity signat goes into deep fades only

when both diversity signals fad.e simultaneously. The

use of switch-and-stay strategy can cause the receiver to

be switched to a branch entering deep fade ' for example'

att'inFig.l.2.Switch-and-examinestrategycanbring

the receiver input signal back to an acceptable level more

quicklyr âs show¡r in Fig. L2, followj-ng tI and |-2'

In predetection switch diversity receiver, switching

results in switching transient noise due to the phase

difference between branches. The transient noise v¡ill

appearattheoutputofanFMdiscriminatoraSpulses

whose width is proportionat to the reciprocal of the

I.F bandwidth, and therefore the recei'¿er perforrnance will

be degraded.

Although, the switch-and-examine strategy allows a

an acceptable level, rapid switchingquicker return to

results in noise burst at the FM receiver outPut'

(b) Binary Frequeney-Shift-Keying (FSK)

A binary FsK signal consists of constant-amplitude

RF waveform having the instantaneous frequency shifted'

between two frequencies, one representing transmission

of Mark, and the other, space. It is received through
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apairofband-passfilters(BPF)'seetrig'13'inanon-

coherentFsKdemodulator.TheBPFlshaveonecenteredon

the Mark frequency, and one on the Space frequency' The

FSK detector output is decided by comparing the envelopes

ofthefilteroutputs.Theactualbinarydecisionis
made by sampling the detector output. Errors arise becaust:

of additive Gaussian noise and interference'

Mark channel

sync. pulses

Fig. 13: Principle of a non.coherent FSK der¡od.ulator.

In an On-Off Keying receiver (OOK) , the optirnum

detection threshold is a function of signal amplitude,

and therefore it must be continually adjusted j-n Mobile

Radio environment IfO]. While the FSK optimum detection

threshold is a zero level, and is independent of the

signal amplitude. Thus, an FSK detector inherently

contains the performance of a continuously optimized

variable threshold system. For this reason, FSK is

preferred to OOK in a fading environment-

{0,1}

env. d.etecto

sampler

Space channel

env. detector
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IV. 2 IheoneticaL Studíes of Suitch Diuetsity

A two-brarrch switch diversity using switch-and-stay

strategy is considered.

Assuming that the signal envelopes tl and r' received

at the mobile antennas, follow Rayleigþ distribution t3]-

tZ] and are independent of each other. Their means and

autocorrelations are also assumed to br= the same' Their

density functions are given bY

bo

t'
ß-o

exp (-r

0

t>.0

r< 0

p (r)

2 2brms o

and their cumulative distribution functions are

P (A) Prob[r -< A]

t

r

I exp (- A2
ñ o

Let T be the switching threshold'

signal R(t) consists of segments x and

rr(t). The typical segments X and Y are

The starting point Ro of each segment can

or above T.

)

Y

The resultant

from r, (t) and

shown in Fig. L4-

be ei-ther below
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AssumingthatSegmentsofrland,2areindependent

of each other [fg], the probability of Ro {:o be above T

is given by

36.

eroblno > T] I erobfn rlp o

PIR < A]
l

p[n -< A/R = rr]

m2
exp ( - ;6-)o

I

PIR -< A/n = tzf

P[r -< A] = Pr (A)

A2
ñ o

p

p is caÌIed the probability of a successful switching-'

The probability of an unsuccessful switching is

prob[Ro -. T] r exp ( -,É"t (-q
o

tii

Since r and r are indistinguishable, see Fig. 1 3)I 2

L

1 exp (- )

The average duration when R(t) is above T is

D
LqqT

P

where T represents the average duration when R(t) fades
q

below T.
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ThestartingpointRoofsegmentbXcanbeanyrvhere

between t, and tr r so the average duration t* of x is

given by

T

T
D
2x

and the starting point Ro of segments Y can be anywhere

between t, and tn; this gives the averaqe duration ty

ofY

The conditional probability that R -< A when the signal

in use is above T, can be written as

e[F: -< A/r > T] P[r -< A r>T
P

P (A) qr A >.7I-q

0 A-( T

and the conditional probability that R -< A when the signal

in use is below T, is

Tq
2

+pTty

r>

I

(A)

A>T

PIR< t/r < r]

PT
q A.( T
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Combining the above conditional probability functions,

the distribution function of the resultanÈ signal envelope

R is obtained

l)Pi- +qr
T

q
PIR < A] PIR -< A/r > T]

T

+ PIR -< A/r -< T]

T
Dpî +q.q*q+

T
cfqî

T T
r)pt * erq q+

After some manipulation it can be shown that

(1 + q) Pr(A) - q A>T

PIR < A]
q P, (A) A-( T

Differentiatj-ng the distribution functj-on, the density

function of R is obtained

(1 + q) pr (A) A>T

pr (A) =

q pr (A) A< T

The distribution curves are plotted in Fig. 15 for

various fixed threshold levels relative to tr*=. For

comparison, the Rayleigh and ideal two-branch selection

diversity distribution curves are also shown'
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At the switching threshold

PIR < r] q PIn < |Ilselection d'iversitY]

The switch diversity curves touch the selection

diversity curve at the threshold. Below the threshold,

the curves have Rayleigh slope but are dispJ-aced by an

amount equal to the threshold" Above the threshold, they

merge with the Rayleigh curve, but this, should not cause

any concern since diversity has most to offer at low

signal levels onIY.

since the switch control- circuit can not have an

infinite bandwidth, so there is always a switching time

delay between the threshold crossing artd switching. The

distribution of R will be degraded because the signal

continues to go into deep fade below threshold before

switching occurs.

For the switching time delay tD j-s small '

with .q, the average duration of fades below T'

[13] derived the distribution of R

T

çfr86 
[q Pr (A) + Pr (A) - q] +

compared

R.ustako

2gr o
tq * 2qrD A ).7

T 29T^

ç;ft-o e P, (A) + Ç;Ë rr - err,j#o )

A-T (a - T)2

orfi tfi uoÆur-o mD

PIR < A]

+ E( - )l A-( T
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2

where erf (x) e dr

x t
n (x) I dr

û)
m

2¡rf
m

The distribution curve of R is presented in Fig. 16

fonD/.q= 0.r44. rt shows that for ro/'cn< 0.'r44' the

degradation due to the switching time delay is negligible'

LeI T be the maximum tolerable switching time delay
Dmax

T 0.L44 ^r

x
2

ñ
-tr

o

e
t

Dmax

Plercor /yf

q

it is presented in Fig. 17 as a function of the threshold'

T for f" = 500 MHz and v : 90 km/hr'

rv. 3 Ev,r,or Rates of a Non-Coherent ESK Reeeiuer Using

Suítch Díuersity

In the presence of Gaussian white noise, a non-coherent

FSK receiver gives the error probability, conditional on

rhe cNR l27l

1
z It

2rwhere CNR Y 2N

exP (-
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T-
L¡MAX
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o.2-

carrier frequencY 500 MHz
vehicle spee<i. 90 km/hr

r/ç-, Lde)-5 -lo -t5 -LO

Fig. L7 z Maximum tolerable switching time delay'

2zt total signal Pov¡er

N predet,ection noise power per branch'

In the Rayteigh fading environment, the CNR Y has

the densitY function

I
Yo

exp (- f,t'o
Yo= <Y>p (v)

Therefore, the average error probabilit'y is

æ

/ p[ error /yl p (.r ) d'¡Fe o
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I
2+yo

Using the densiiy function of the CNR'¡ for a two-

branch selection diversitY

p(y)

e

i;tr exP(-*,, exP(-{t

theaverageerrorprobabitit'yr'oranFSKusing+'wo-branch

selection diversity can be derived

P

These average error rates are plotted in Fig' 18'

From the density function of the s;witch diversity

resultant signal R given in Section IV'2' it follows that

* tt exp (-Ë,, exp (- 
{r

A>T

A< T

And the average error probability can be obtained

p (v)

P fu.r, exp ( #Í;¡lexp (-'+ftt
e

.7]"," tt exp ( #;)ltr exp ( + +) l
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Fig. 19 shobrs the average error rates for various

fixed threshold levels relative to tr*" (= 2bo)'

ñ2
Let the derivative to Þ" relative t" å^ equal to

o

zero the optimum threshold is found

2

f ln tr *
'o

Yo_T

and presented in Fig . 20. The averagè e:rror rate for the

optimum threshold is shown in Fig. 2I.

The mean value of the resultant signal envelope R

T

o

(t+q)

where the error function

Ærr*=+rexp(- {l
tt*=

æ

T

Tr erf (
1rms rms

rrms

o

<R> q I rp(r)dr + (I+q) Í rP(r)dr

'Gz

T

erf ( *,rms

2

,ñ
T exp(-x2¡dx

<R>
T [tr + q) 4 G

T
T.att*=

4v+ , 

- 

I tv!! . r , J Trms

ñ2exp(-i-l+
r

rms
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Therefore, for every fixed threshold relative to

r , there is a corresponding fixed threshold relative
rms'

to < R>. And the relation between aI- ana ¿fr- c-n be
rms

obtained from the above expression'

rv. 4 some Pz,actíeaL Aspects of suitch DiUersity

The fading information of the received signal can

be obtained by measuring the signal envelope' ,However'

in practice, it is the envelope of signaì--plus-noise that

is measured.

fading
informationSignal + noise

If a simple diode is used as a half hTave rectifier,

the measured envelope will be less tha:: the actual

envelope by an amount equal to the diode forward voltage'

The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter (LPF) must

be low to remove any high frequency noise not related to

fading. However, it must not be too Iow to introduce

intolerable switching time delay' At 1000 MHz and

90 km,/hr, the maximum tolerable switching time delay is

0.2 msec, êt the threshold level -10 db relative to frms,

therefore the cut-off frequency of the LPF should be at

Ieast 5 KHz.

The LPF output is fed through a high-pass filter

(HpF) to remove the mean value of the resultant signal

envelope, the fading information is allowed to pass.

,'XJhalf-wave
rectifier
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The cut-off frequency of the HPF must be high enough to

block the slow fading of the input signal which oc.curs

when the mobile unit moves from one area to another.

Therefore, its cut-off frequency d,epends on the vehicle

speed and, the effect of environment. The HPF output'

which is the resultant signal envelope with zero mean is

then compared with a negative voltage in the comparator.

The threshold setting can be fixed or variable below the

mean signal input. A switch command is generated whenever

the HPF output falls below the switching threshold.

Theinputsignal-plus-noisecouldgiveafalse

information on fading. Hysteresis in comparator can be

used to eliminate f.alse switchings. The amount of

hysteresis depends on the noise power, and also on the

signal power. After switching occurs, if the second input

is above threshold but within the hysteresis region, it

will be interpreted as a fade, i.e. below threshold.

hthen it falls below threshold, no switching will take

place. Therefore the amount of hysteresis should be

greater than the mean noise envelope and. much smaller

than the mean signal envelope to reduce the number of

false switchings and also "miss" switchings'
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTALSwITcHDIVERSITYFSKRECEIVER

A two-branch switch diversity FSK receiver using

switch-and-stay strategy and non-coherent FSK d'emodulator

has been designed and constructed in the laboratory' The

receiver was tested using two simulated independ,ently

Rayleigh fading signals generated by the fading simulator'

constructed by Davis [30]. The error rates of the receiver

were obtained uncter various conditions and compared with

thetheoreticalçrredictions.Thissimpleexperimental

receiver is used only to l:ack up the theoretical error

rates obtained in section IV.3. Many practical aspects'

which introduce the non-ideality into the system and were

discussed, in Section IV.4, are quite complex and not

investigated'.

In this

assumed.

work, perfect time recovery and timing were

V.L fmpLementatíon of the Reeeíuet'

Fig.22showsthesimplifiedblockdiagramofthe

experimental receiver. The receiver was designecl to handle

bit rates of up to 56 Kbits/sec, and was without the

circuit to measure the zero-mean input sj-gnal level (see

section IV.4) . A knowledge of the rÍts value of the received

signal envelope rr^= enables the switching threshold +-o be

chosen relative to tr*=.
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threshold

Fig. 222 Simplified block diagram of the experirnental
receiver.

(a) Non-Cohez'ent ESK DemoduLator

The demodulator is shown in Fig' 23'

The BPFrs are two simple LC tuned circuits whose

3-db bandwidth is 56 KHz. To reduce the intersymbol

interference and crosstalk, the Mark frequency is chosen

to be at I.I MHz and the space frequency 0.9 MfIz. Their

outputs are fed to two simple envelope detectors, each

consisting of a diode followed by a LPF'

*

o i{

+
witch driver

comparator
with hysteresis

envelope
detector

electronic
switch

amolenon-coherent
FSK

demodulator
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Fig. 232 B1ock diagram of the non-coherent FSK demoduLator
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IntheMarkchannel,thehalf-waverectifier

responds only to the negative half-cycles, and the half

wave recLifier of the space channel responds to the

positive half cYcles.

The LPFrs are the 4th order Butierworth I0w-pass

filters with the cut-off frequency of ,29 KHz. The channel

outputs are inverted, summed, and fed through a zero-level

comparator, and then samPled'.

The detaited circuit of the demodulator is shown in

Appendix A.

(b ) Fade Deteetot'

Fig. 24 shows the block diagram of the fade detector.

Theinputsignalisenvelope-detectedbypassing

through a diode and a 4th order Butterworth LPF with the

cut-off frequency of 9 KHz. The signal envelope is

compared with a fixed d.irect voltage v* which is chosen

to be some amount below the measured tr*" of the input

signal.

The comparator output drives the clock input of a

J/K flip flop. The outputs Q and o of the flip flop

change level whenever the input signal envelope crosses

the threshold in the negative direction'



half-wave
rectifier æ r

with
teresis

J
lip fl

river
switc \^7

river

a

a

Fig. 242 Block diagram of the fade detector'
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AsdiscussedinSectionlV.4,aconlparatorwith

inbuilt hysteresis is used to avoid false switchings.

The switching actually occurs when the envelope detector

outputfatlsbelow(Vr0.05)v.Toavoid,,miss''

switchings, the envelope has to be above (Vr * 0'36)V'

The detailed circuit of the fade detector is presented

in Appendices B and C.

V.2 EæperimentaL ResuLts

TheexperimentalsetupisshowninFig.25.The

pseudo-random number generator generates binary digit at

a rate of 30 Kbits/sec, and. the tesL was carried out at

this bit rate.

Generating the

pulses is described

input data and sYnchronous

26.

delayed

in Fig.

Thesignalandnoisepowerweremeasuredonatrue

RMS voltmeter. With no noise input, the signal power was

measured at the BPF input, and with no signal input, the

noise power was measured at the BPF output. The ratio of

two readings, corrected, by the loss caused by the BPF'

gave the cNR. The signal power reading enabled the

switching threshold to be chosen, relative to tr*"'
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(a) Non-Fading Case

TheoutputoftheFMwavegeneratorwasamplifiedto

produce a 6V peak-to-peak signal and the¡r added to random

noise. The error rates given as the ratio of the readings

of two counters, were obtainecl for every half an hour for

various cNR's. The experimental results are shown in

Fig. 27 together with the ideal-case curve. At low signal

levels, the receiver performance is about 2 db v/orse than

that of an ideal receiver. The major.contribution to the

difference is the diode forward voitage in the half wave

rectifiers. The difference decreases when the cNR increases'

The factor contributing to this is that the error probability

expression of an ideal non-coherent FSK receiver is applied

correctly only when CNR is much greater than one 1271, and

when the signal level is increased, the effect of the diode

forward. voltage is reduced.

(b) Ead.ing llithout Suitch Díoersity

r¡taS

and

in

The r - of the input signal was about 3V' The value
rms

chosen to reduce the effect of the diode forward voltage

the number of "miss" switchings due to the hysteresis

the comparator when diversity was in use'

Fig.2Sshowsthereceiverperformance.Itagreesquite

well with the theoretical prediction'

(c) Fadíng ,,li'th Suiteh DioersítY

The switching threshold was set at 10 db belo* tr*=-

different fadingThe error rates were obtained for two
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rates of 25 Hz and L28 Hz, where the fading rate is twice

the maximum Doppler shift q*' At the carrier frequency

of 900 MHz, the first fading rate corresponds to a vehicle

speed of t5 kmr/hr, and the second to a speed of 77 km/hr'

Theexperimentalresultsagreereasonablywellwith

the theoretical prediction. There is a number of factors

contributing to the difference between the theoretical

curves and the exPerimental one:

(iii)

the diode forward voltage,

the actual switching threshold was greater than

-10 db, relative to rms, due to the operation

used to detect the fading, see Section IV'4

(using enveloPe detector), and

the effect of hysteresis in the comparator'

Forthedifferencebetweentheresultsoftwofading

rates, a possible explanation may lie in the use of

hysteresis and in obtaining the fading information.

These problems are quite complex, and not investigated

in this work.

(i)

(ii)
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that in Mobile Radio, the error

rates of data transmission using FSK is drastically

deteriorated, and the use of switch diversity can recover

some of the loss caused.by fading. It h¿rs also been

pointed out ttrat switch diversity is an economical

alternative to selection diversity'

The error raLes were calculated for various switching

threshold settings which were fixed relative to the rms

received signal envelope tr*", and in turn, they are fixed'

relative to the mean value of the resultant signal

envelope. A possible implementation of the fixed threshold

setting relative to the mean was outlined'

For the switching threshold of -I0 db relative to the

rr*", the experimental results show a quite close agree-

ment to the theoretical prediction. At reasonable error

rates from I0 -3 to 10 -4 , switch diversity offers an improve-

ment of about 7 db. The difference between the experimental

result-s and the theoretical ones, and also the difference

between the experimental results for different fading rates

are caused by the non-ideal envelope detectors, false

switchings d.ue to noise, and "miss" switchings due to the

use of hysteresis in comparator. These problems are very

complex, and were not investigated'' The performance

degradation of the receiver due to vehicle ignition noise
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was also not. studied.

In switch-and.-stay d.iversity, it would be profitable

to prevent the receiver from being connected to a signal

entering a deep fad.e for longer than some specified period,

especially when t'he vehicle moves at a low speed' The

exact choice of these will depend on the fading rate,

and the switching threshold.
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